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2020 Election Data – Somerset County
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6th Order Polynomial
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Y=aX^6+bX^5+cX^4+dX^3+eX^2+fX+C

a= 5.13546E-11

b= -2.09787E-08

c= 3.43124E-06

d= -0.000288962

e= 0.013094425

f= -0.293033151

C= 3.202828158



Average Data – 17 NJ Counties
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Election Data – 17 NJ Counties
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Atlantic Multipliers (Key)

Bergen Multipliers (Key)

Burlington Multipliers (Key)

Camden Multipliers (Key)

Cape May Multipliers (Key)

Cumberland Multipliers (Key)

Essex Multipliers (Key)

Gloucester Multipliers (Key)

Hudson Multipliers (Key)

Hunterdon Multipliers (Key)

Mercer Multipliers (Key)

Monmouth Multipliers (Key)

Morris Multipliers (Key)

Passaic Multipliers (Key)

Somerset Multipliers (Key)

Sussex Multipliers (Key)

Union Multipliers (Key)

Warren Multipliers (Key)

Average (17) 77.0%

Average:

77.0%



Observations

Likelihood that ~70% of registered Somerset 
County 18-year-olds voted is instinctively suspect 
– 2,768 voted out of 3,986 registered

77% of 90-year-olds. 409 voted 530 registered

Voting patterns do not appear to be “natural”

6th order polynomial patterns across all counties 
may be the result of an algorithm (computer 
program) designed to “back-fill” votes based on 
stale census data
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Election Year

NJ Voter Turnout % and Population vs Year
2020 turnout is 17 of 21  Counties – Per NJ Election Board – Total Turnout 72%

Source: Ballotpedia, US Census



Analysis

 Results: Biden 2.6M (57.3%), Trump 1.9M (41.4%).

 77% (tabulated) less 65% (historical) is a 12% increase in 
historical turnout

 Equates to 563,000 “phantom” votes in 17 of 21 counties.

 Trump up 281K votes since 2016 – NJ trending to the GOP

 But Dems up 460K votes since 2016

 Yet NJ population declined 2016 – 2020 by ~100K

 The above and voting behavior from 2012 – 2020 suggests 
registration rolls are packed with phantom registrants and 
phantom voters



Real Time Broadcast Vote Results – NJ 11/3/2020

- Where did 

President 

Trump’s 

72,948 votes 

go between 

9:59 PM and 

10:25 PM?

- How many 

other votes 

were shifted, 

or erased?

- Undermines 

voter 

confidence in 

our election 

system.



Real Time Vote Counts – Wisconsin and 

Michigan – 2020 General Election

- The Biden vote spike occurred during the blackout.

- Widely regarded as statistically impossible.

- Undermines voter confidence in our election system.

Wednesday 6 AM 

EST

Wednesday 5 AM EST



Heritage Foundation Voter Integrity Solutions – Future

Policy Proposals (Federal)

 Require all voters in federal elections to present photographic identification, issued by the federal, state, 

local, or tribal government

 Allow state election officials to verify U.S. citizenship of registered voters

 Require all federal courts to notify state election officials when individuals whose names are drawn from 

their voter registration rolls are excused from jury duty because they are not U.S. citizens

 Amend the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 to allow states to strike individuals who have not voted 

in two consecutive federal elections from the voter rolls

 Amend the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 to clarify that states may require proof of citizenship.

 Require DHS to inform the Department of Justice about all information it has on noncitizens who have 

registered for or voted in elections.

 Sunset the U.S. Election Assistance Commission, a federal agency created in 2002 to administer a one-

time grant of federal funds to the states

 Direct the Department of Defense to create voter registration offices on all military installations to 

provide voting assistance to military personnel and their families

Solutions 2020: Policy Issues and Recommendations | Book by The Heritage Foundation



Heritage Foundation Voter Integrity Solutions – Future

Policy Proposals (State)

 Require all voters to present photographic identification, issued by the federal, state, or local government, when they 

vote at their polling place and to send copies of such identification or their driver’s license number when submitting an 

absentee ballot.

 Require all individuals who register to vote to provide documentation establishing that they are U.S. citizens.

 Require state and local election officials to verify the accuracy of new voter registration information against other 

available state and federal databases.

 Require individuals who register by mail to vote in person the first time they vote.

 Require all individuals who register to vote by mail-in forms, whether mailed back to election officials or hand-

delivered by the individual or third-party organizations, to comply with the applicable HAVA provision.

 Require all third-party organizations that conduct voter registration drives to write the name of their organization, as 

well as that of the volunteer or employee handling each registration, on the voter registration form and that all 

completed forms be returned to election officials within 10 days of the date on which the forms are signed by the 

person registering.

 Require all state courts to notify election officials when individuals whose names are drawn from the registration rolls 

are excused from jury duty because they are not U.S. citizens or no longer live in the jurisdiction.

 Require that each state enter into agreements with other states, such as the Interstate Voter Registration Crosscheck 

Program, to compare voter registration lists to find people who are registered in more than one state.

 Reject any effort get rid of the Electoral College.

Solutions 2020: Policy Issues and Recommendations | Book by The Heritage Foundation



Central Jersey Conservative Union

Voter Integrity Solutions – Future Considerations

Policy Proposals (State and County)

 REQUIRE re-registration NOW of EVERY voter in NJ to prove US Citizenship per U.S. 

Constitution and N.J. Constitution (1947) requirements.  "U.S. Citizenship" is a prerequisite 

to qualifying to vote. REQUIRE EVERY NEW REGISTRANT AND ANY PERSON WISHING TO VOTE 

IN ANY FUTURE ELECTION IN NEW JERSEY TO ESTABLISH, EVIDENTIAL PROOF THAT THEY 

HOLD U.S. CITIZENSHIP.

 REQUIRE all future elections to be conducted by PAPER BALLOT ONLY (Essex County as an 

example); results to be witnessed being manually tabulated locally at each most local voting 

district, then reported in person or by phone up the chain of reporting, ultimately to the 

Secretary of State's office for public reporting. Make it public policy that an accurate count 

is far more important than rushing to report results. Paper ballots to be WITNESSED being 

SEALED for transit and safe-keeping BY EACH COUNTY (expressly, NOT the State!) for at least 

22 months following any election.

 REQUIRE ballots to be printed on counterfeit protected paper with micro type, water marks 

and randomized serial numbers – like paper currency.  Scanned ballot serial numbers must 

first reconcile with master serialized data base – by county - else the ballot is void and 

cannot be counted.



Conclusion

“Those who vote 
decide nothing. 
Those who count 
the vote decide 
everything.” Joseph Stalin, Soviet Union Dictator

12/18/1878 – 3/5/1953


